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This paper is a contribution to applied categoricity theory. We try to classify
isomorphism theorems in a certain area of algebra, by systematic use of the
powerful model-theoretic
methods of Morley, Shelah, and Ryll-Nardzewski.
As far as we know, no results in applied categoricity were published before
1969. Since then the literature has grown quite rapidly. Before stating our main
results, we give a survey of the previously known results.
The main concepts under study have been K,,-categoricity, N,-categoricity, and
w-stability.
These concepts apply either to complete theories or to individual
structures. Shelah’s notions of superstability and stability are receiving increasing attention, but only in the case of Abelian groups can we give them useful
algebraic characterizations at present. In the case of &,-categoricity,
satisfactory
analyses have been given in the following cases:
(1)

linear orders (Rosenstein

(2)

Abelian

[32]);

groups (Rosenstein

[33]);
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(3)

rings without

(4)

modules

nilpotent

ET AL.

elements (Macintyre

and Rosenstein

[28]);

(Baur [5]).

By “satisfactory”
we mean that necessary and sufficient algebraic conditions for
N,,-categoricity
have been given. In addition, significant contributions
(short
of finding necessary and sufficient conditions) have been made for
(5)

Abelian

by finite groups (Rosenstein

(6)

groups (Sabbagh [35]).

In the case of X1-categoricity
listed below:
(7)

Abelian

(8)

fields (Macintyre

or w-stability,

groups (Macintyre

Noetherian

commutative

semisimple

rings (Felgner

(11)

skew fields (Shelah [38], Zilber

The work in (9) gives satisfactory
One should also mention
(Felgner

analyses

[27]);

(9)

Groups

one has the complete

[12]);

[26]);

(10)

(12)

[33], Cherlin-Rosenstein

rings (Cherlin-Reineke
[40], Cherlin

(14)

Groups

(Baldwin-Sax1

[40]);

analyses of other special cases in ring theory.

Progress on general rings is still meager. There
necessary conditions known:
rings (Baldwin-Rose

Zilber

[9]).

[16, 171, Sabbagh [35], Zilber

(13)

[II],

[ 151);

[40], Cherlin

are, however,

[lo]).

interesting

[2], Rose [31]);
[3]).

In our opinion, there is little hope at present of classifying either the N,categorical, K,-categorical, or w-stable groups. We have a similar pessimism for
rings. One should note, however, that Malcev’s correspondence [29] reduces
these problems for (even nonassociative) rings to the corresponding problems for
groups nilpotent of class 2. On the other hand, there is reason to believe that the
study of nilpotent groups is the hardest part of the subject, in terms of methods
presently available.
In this paper we obtain a complete classification of totally categorical groups,
i.e., groups which are both &categorical
and Et,-categorical. Our central result
is:
Totally categorical groups are Abelian by jinite (i.e., have
MAIN
THEOREM.
a normal Abelian subgroup of finite index). Then, using Baur’s work [5] on K,categorical modules, we can characterize those Abelian by jinite groups which
are totally categorical. (Partial results along the same lines were obtained independently by Zilber.)
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In fact, our analysis works for groups which are Ha-categorical and w-stable.
The K,-categoricity
implies a very strong form of local finiteness and the
w-stability
implies a descending chain condition
for definable subgroups
(Macintyre
[26]). These chain conditions enable us to obtain an “effective”
version of the deep and beautiful results of Kegel-Wehrfritz-Sunkov
(KWS)
on Cernikov groups. By these methods we can reduce our general problem to
the case of groups nilpotent of class 2 (this part of the analysis works for K,categorical stable groups). This case is then handled by abstract moduletheoretic techniques which should be useful elsewhere.
Finally, we can handle the corresponding problems in ring theory either by
using the Malcev correspondence or by the module-theoretic
techniques cited
above.
Our first proof of the Main Theorem was obtained in 1976 and made use of
Baldwin’s theorem that an $-categorical
theory is w-stable of finite Morley
rank. We give here a more precise version:
THEOREM

I.

THEOREM

II.

An $,-categorical
An &,-categorical

stable group is nilpotent by jkite.
w-stable group is Abelian

1. MODEL-THEORETIC

by finite.

PRELIMINARIES

For general model theory we refer to [7], and for categoricity
to [25, 37, 381.
1.1.

and stability

Definability

DEFINITION

first-order
such that

1.

formula

A subset S of a structure M is n-definable over Miff there is a
@(v, zlr ,..., VJ and an n-tuple of parameters mr ,..., m, E M
S = (m E M: M k @(m, fit)}.

In particular, O-definability is definability without parameters, whereas “definaof sets one also
ble” means “n-definable
for some n.” Besides definability
speaks of the definability of relations on M in a similar fashion.
When M is a group we will be particularly
interested in the definable subgroups of M. Note that a O-definable subgroup of M is necessarily characteristic
in M.
TERMINOLOGY
2. Let 3, .% be two classes of groups (we have in mind
primarily the classes of Abelian, nilpotent, solvable, or finite groups). A group G
is said to be a “9 by X” group iff G contains a normal subgroup A such that
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A E 9 and G/A E Z. When 3 is closed under isomorphism and finite intersection, while 2 is the class of finite groups, G will be 9 by Z iff G satisfies the
apparently weaker condition:
G contains a subgroup A such that A E 9 and [G: A] < co.
We will be concerned primarily with nilpotent by finite groups, and subsequently with Abelian by finite groups. It is convenient to have the following two
definability lemmas at the outset (more specialized definability lemmas will be
given in Section 1.2 and in Sec. 5).

LEMMA 3. If G is Abelian
subgroup of finite index.

by finite,

then G contains a 0-defkable

Abelian

Proof. Since G is Abelian by finite, it satisfies the minimal condition on
centralizers [24, p. 961, or the DCC-c for short (see Definition 11 for the terminology). In particular there is a subgroup C of G minimal among all subgroups
H of G such that
(1)

H is the centralizer

(2)

[G: H] < co.

in G of a finite set.

Since G is Abelian by finite it follows easily that C is Abelian. Let rr = [G: C].
To see that C is O-definable it suffices to note that C is the intersection of the
family

W’(g):g EG [G: CM1 < 4.

I

DEFINITION 4.

The Fitting subgroup of a group G is the join of all nilpotent
normal subgroups of G. It is denotedF(G),
and it is locally nilpotent.

LEMMA 5. If G is nilpotent by jinite, then F(G) is 0-dejinable.
Proof.
Let F = F(G). Since G is nilpotent by finite, F is nilpotent. Let F
be of nilpotency class c. If F is definable in G, then it is O-definable. Indeed, if
we suppose that F = {g: @(g, g) holds in G} with g, ,..., g, E G define a predicate
Rv by
R@ = “1~: @(v, v)} is a normal subgroup
Then define Fe (intended

of G of nilpotency

class at most c”.

to mean F = {v: @(u, B)}) as follows:

FU E “Rs and VW, w(R@ and @(w, W) ti @(w, V))“.
Finally

we get a parameter-free

definition

of F

a E F = %(Fu and @(a, v)).

CATEGORICAL GROUPS AND RINGS
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Now to see that F is definable in G we argue by induction on the nilpotency
class c of F, and for fixed c by induction on the index [G: F]. Let 2 = Z(F).
If C(Z) = G then passing to G/Z we finish easily by induction on c. If on the
other hand
F_CC(Z)#G,
then, by induction on [G: F], F must be definable over C(Z), while at the same
time C(Z), being of finite index in G, is the centralizer in G of a$nite set, and is
i
therfore definable in G. Thus again F is definable over G, as desired.
1.2.

NO-Categoricity

Our basic tool is, of course, the theorem of Ryll-Nardzewski,
Engeler, and
Svenonius [34]. For the benefit of algebraists we will now give a rapid introduction to types and categoricity.
If T is a first-order theory, and n is an integer > 1, let B,(T) be the Boolean
algebra of equivalence classes of formulas @(vu0,..., ~+r), modulo equivalence
relative to T. B,(T) is naturally a Boolean algebra. Its Stone space (space of
maximal filters) is S,(T). The elements of S,(T) are called n-types of T. They
can be construed as generalized multiplication
tables of n-element subsets of
models of T.
If M is an L-structure, form L(M) by adjoining to L constants %i, for m E M.
In this way M can be construed as an L(M)-structure.
Let TIM be the L(M)theory of M, i.e., the set of L(M)-sentences
holding in M. Define B,(M),
S,(M) as B,( TM), S,( TIM) respectively.
DEFINITION.
T is K-categorical if all models of T of power K are isomorphic.
We study K-categoricity via techniques of omitting types in models.
A type 7 in S,(T) is realized in M if M has elements ti so that M /= @(i7i)
for @ in 7. Otherwise M omits 7. If T is countable, compactness gives M of
arbitrary infinite cardinalit omitting 7. How to omit 7 at cardinal K ?
If 7 is not isolated in S,(T), then the Omitting Types Theorem [7] gives a
countable model of T omitting 7. So then T is not +categorical.
There is such a
7 precisely when S,(T) is infinite, or, equivalently,
precisely when B,(T) is
infinite: from which we obtain the theorem of Ryll-Nardzewski,
Engeler, and
Svenonius:
THEOREM.

T is NO-categorical

0 S,(T)

is$nite for each n

0 B,(T)

is$nite for each n.

A model M is said to be

K-CategoriCd

if its theory is. To illustrate

the use of
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the above theorem, let us show that an N,,-categorical
exponent. Just consider the classes in B, of

group G is of bounded

“ van = vl”,

for varying
G + van =
Now the
for the next
LEMMA

n. If G is N,-categorical, B, is finite, so for some distinct n, K
vOli, as required.
reader will perhaps find it useful to supply a corresponding proof
lemma.

6.

Let G be an N,-categorical group. Then

(1)

G is locally finite of bounded exponent.

(2)

The upper central series Z,(G)

becomes constant at someJinite stage.

(3) For any definable subset S C G both the subgroup of G generated by S
as well as the normal subgroup of G generated by S are de$nable.
In view of the Ryll-Nardzewski
theorem the proof of this lemma is immediate.
Note for example in Section 2 that the subgroups Z,(G) are all O-definable
over G.
If G is an X,-categorical

LEMMA

7.

Proof.

For each c >, 1 let N,v be the following
the normal subgroup

group then F(G) is de$nable.
predicate:

of G generated by v is nilpotent

of class c.

By Lemma 6, NC is a definable predicate, and since G is &,-categorical for large c,
NC = NC+, for all k, and then for such c, NC defines the Fitting subgroup of G.
I
In the following
manner.
DEFINITION

8.

lemma and corollary

we use N,-categoricity

in a different

For R a binary relation on a set S and for x E S set
xR = {y E S: Rxy}.

R is said to befinitely

valued (resp. k-vaZued) iff for all x E S, xR has finitely many
(resp. at most k) elements.
For any integer n let nS denote the disjoint union of n copies of S; symbolically
nS=Sl+...+P,
SieS.
and R: S - (k + 1) S (i.e.,
LEMMA 9. Suppose that S is &,-categorical
R C S x (k + 1) S). If R is a dejinable k-valued relation, then R is not surjective
(i.e. UZES xR # (k + 1) S).

CATEGORICAL GROUPS AND RINGS
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Proof. Work in the &-categorical structure M = (S, (k + 1) S; R). Partition S into minimal O-definable subsets (relative to M):
s=s,+.~.+s,.
Partition the Zth copy of S in (k + 1) S correspondingly:
SC= S,l + “. -j- $1.
For x E S set
J(x) = {(j, E): Sit n xR # m}.
Then J(x) has at most k elements. Since Si is a minimal O-definable set for each i,
we have
if
XI , X2E si .
J(%> = J(G)
Thus if we define
J(i) = J(x)

(for x E S,),

we obtain a K-valued relation
J: {l,..., n> + (k + 1) u,..., n>,
where (l,..., n}l = {I,..., n} x {I}.
Certainly J is not surjective, so for some ( j, I)
Sjl n xR = o
and thus R is not surjective.

(x E S),

I

COROLLARY 10. If S is &,-categorical and injGzite and R: Sn -+ Sn+l is a
dejinabZe$niteZyvalued relation, then R is not surjective.

Proof. By the Ryll-Nardzewski theorem R must be h-valued for some k. But
1
,!?+l contains a copy of (k + 1) S”, so that Lemma 9 applies.
1.3. StabiZity
For background on stability we refer to Shelah [38]. As in Section 1.1 we give
a brief introduction to the concepts involved.
In analyzing say X,-categorical T one seeks methods of omitting types in
uncountable models. This is altogether more delicate than in the case of countable models. The most fundamental result is due to Ehrenfeucht [ll]:
THEOREM (T countable, with an infinite model). For any uncountable K
T has a mode2E, such that if M is any infinite subsetof EK of cardinal A, where
h < K, then E realizes at most X elementsof S,(M), for n < W.
481/57/2-x0
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One should of course compare this with the Omitting
one had a workable criterion for omitting an individual
criterion for omitting some large set of types.
The theorem inspires the following definition.
DEFINITION.
(T countable) T is K-stable
cardinal K each s,(fil) has cardinal K.
From Ehrenfeucht’s
result follows
THEOREM

(K

> A > X,).

T

K-CategOrical

Types Theorem. There
type. The above gives a

if for every model

M of T of

3 T h-stable.

A related basic result is
THEOREM

T w-stable 3 T p-stable.

(p > w).

These are key ideas in Morley’s
Eos

[30] wonderful

proof of

CONJECTURE (K, h > K,).

T tc-categorical *

T A-categorical.

In Morley’s paper, an alternative development of w-stability is given, leading
to the all-important
idea of rank of types.
Fix an w-saturated model M of T (that means that M realizes all types over
its finite subsets), and consider the Stone space S,(M). One can apply to this the
Cantor-Bendixson
process [37] to form the derived series of S,(M). Then
THEOREM.
T is w-stable ;f and only if the derived series of S,(M)
(and then it necessarily does so at a countable stage).

reaches 4

In the above situation, the rank of an element of Sr(M) is the ordinal of the
first stage at which it becomes isolated.
We conclude this review with Shelah’s classification of stability notions.
THEOREM

(Shelah,

T is K-stable for all K > w (i.e., T is w-stable);

(b)

T is K-stable for all

(c)

T is K-stable for all

(d)

T is not K-stable for any

For an invaluable
1.4.

There are exactly four possibilities:

T countable).

(a)

> 2*0 (when TA; is called superstable);

K

K

of the form A (when T is called stable)

discussion,

K.

see [38].

Chain Conditions

We are concerned
(Lemma 12 below).

here with

chain

conditions

holding

in stable

groups.
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DEFINITION
11. If G is a group and x is a collection of subgroups of G, then
we denote the ascending and descending chain conditions for subgroups in x by

ACC-x,

DCCx,

respectively (these are also called max-x and min-x.
By the “x-chain condition,” or CC-x, we mean ACC-x
standard collections x are as follows:
(1)

c = (C,(X):

(2)

d = {N C G: H is a definable subgroup).

(3)

If @(TJ,fl) is a formula

and DCC-x.

X C G}.
defined in G, set

x(O) = {H C G: 3g H = {g: G + @(g, g)} and H is a subgroup
(4)

Certain

I(@) = {N C G: H is an intersection

of G}.

of groups in x(Q)>,

Note that (1) is a special case of (4), letting @(z, q) be [z’, q] = 1.
12. Let G be a stable group; @(v, 8) a formula

LEMMA

dejined in G. Then G

has
( 1)
(2)

CC-x(@>*
CC-I(@).

In particular

every A E I(@) is afinite intersection of groups in x(a), and is definable.

Proof.
(1) This follows from Shelah’s theorem that a stable structure cannot
have a definable binary relation on n-tuples which linearly orders an infinite set.
(2) This is a generalized form of the useful Baldwin-Sax1
we will state explicitly as Corollary 13.

lemma [3], which

The proof given in [3] applies to the present version as well. Briefly, it suffices
to show that for some n > 1 every group in I(@) is the intersection of at most n
groups in x(Q), for then (1) applies. If on the contrary (applying the Compactness
Theorem) there are groups A,, A,, A, ,... in x(D) such that the groups Bj =
nisj Ai form a strictly decreasing chain of subgroups, then we get a contradiction to Shelah’s theorem cited above (with n = m + 1, @ = @(es,vi ,..., znJ)
by proving that for all N 3 1:
For all j < A there is a gj E G such that
gjEBj--

u

Ai.

j<i<N

For the (slightly
COROLLARY

tricky) details see [3].
13.

If

1

G is a stable group, then G satisjies CC-c, the chain con-
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dition on centralizers, and in particular every centralizer
lizer of a jnite set, and hence is dejnable.
1
COROLLARY 14. Let G be &categorical
normal subgroup H of G contains a nontrivial

Proof.

and stable. Then any nontrivial
minimal normal subgroup of G.

By Lemma 6.3 there is a formula @(v, VJ defining the relation:
v belongs to the normal subgroup

Then

DCC-x(Q)

yields a minimal

LEMMA

of G generated by vI .

nontrivial

G-normal

subgroup

in [26] and was made explicit

The next result is implicit
of [8].

dejnable

C(X) in G is the centra-

15. Let G be an w-stable group.
descending chain condition.

2. CONNECTED

of H.

1

in the last chapter

Then G satis$es the DCC-d,

or

GROUPS

The following notion is modeled on the notion of connectedness as used in the
theory of algebraic groups (for a discussion see [lo]).
DEFINITION
16. A group G is connected iff G has no proper definable subgroup of finite index. (Definability
refers here either to definability
in G or to
definability in some Jixed structure containing G.)
LEMMA 17. If G is connected by Jinite, then G contains a unique definable
connected subgroup Go of finite index and GD is 0-dejkable in G, hence normal.
(In this case Go is called the connected component of 1 in G.)

Proof.

The uniqueness

of Go is clear. To see that Go is O-definable,

suppose

Go = {g: G k @(g, 31
and [G: Go] = n. Define a predicate

Rg by

RiT = {g: G i= @(g, C)> is a subgroup
Then a E Go = ZE(Raand

@(a, v)).

of G of index n.

1

LEMMA 18. If the group G satisfies one of the following
G is connected by finite:

(1)

DCC-d

(cf. Lemma

15).

(2)

G is No-categorical and stable.

two conditions, then

CATEGORICAL

GROUPS

AND
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Proof. Case 1 is trivial. In case 2, let GObe a minimal O-definable subgroup of
G of finite index in G. Let H be any definable subgroup of G such that [G: H] <
co. We will show that Go c H.
HE x(Q) for some formula @(v, v). Apply the DCC-I(@) (Lemma 12) to
obtain a subgroup K of G minimal among all groups in I(@) having finite index
in G. As in the proof of Lemma 17, K is unique and O-definable, so Go C K C H,
as desired.
We now derive some properties of connected groups.
LEMMA

19. Suppose that G is connected and F 4 G is finite. Then F C Z(G).

Proof. The action of G on F via conjugation induces a homomorphism of G
into Aut(F), whose kernel, the centralizer of Fin G, is definable and of finite
[
index in G. If G is connected, then G centralizes F.
LEMMA

20.

Let G be a group, A a dejinable normal subgroup.

(1) If G is connected, then G/A is connected.
(2)

If G/A and A are connected, then G is connected.

Proof. (1) R = H/A is definable of finite index in G/A, then H is definable
of finite index in G. If G is connected, then G = H, so G/A = f7.
(2) Assume that G/A, A are connected and H C G is definable of finite
index. Then A n His definable and has finite index in A. Thus A C H. Similarly
G/A = H/A, so H = G, as desired.
I
LEMMA
21. Suppose that G is connected and nilpotent of class c, A is a dejkable
subgroup of G, and Z = Z(G). Then

(1)

2 is in.nite.

(2)

If A # G, then N(A)/A

is infinite.

(3) If A _C2 and Z/A is finite, then Z,(G)/A
in particular, G/A is nilpotent of class c - 1.
Proof.

(3)

= &,(G/A)

for

i > 1;

If c = 1 then everything is obvious, so assume c > 1.

Suppose i = 2. Let 2, = Z,(G). For x E 2, define h: G+ 2 by
h(g)= k, ccl.Then h is a homomorphism. Let H = Im h. H is connected
(Lemma 20.1), so H _CA. Thus [Z, , G] C A, so 2,/A C Z,(G/A). The result
now follows by induction for all i > 2.
(1) If 2 is finite take A = (1) in (3) to obtain a contradiction.
(2) Proceed by induction on c. If [Z: A r\ Z] = co, then AZ C N(A) and
AZ/A is infinite. Otherwise let B = A n 2. Then G/B is nilpotent of class
is infinite, and thus N(A)/A 111(N(A)/B)/(A/B)
c - 1 by (3) so ~~/BWB)I(~B)
is infinite.
I
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LEMMA 22. Let G be an &,-categorical stable connectedgroup. Then the commutator subgroup G’ is connected.

Proof, By Lemma 6.3 G’ is definable. Suppose that H _CG’ is a definable
proper subgroup of finite index. Let @(v, vI, 8) say v E Hvl where the g are
parameters used to define H. By the DCC-I(@) (Lemma 10.2) there is a subgroup K C G’ minimal among all groups in I(@) having finite index in G’. Then
K d G and K is definable.
Let G = G/K, F = G/K. For a E G [a, G] _CF, so a has only finitely many
conjugates in G. Thus [G: C(a)] < to, so G = C(a) for all a E G. Then G is
commutative,
so G’ C K, a contradiction
which proves the point that G’ is
connected.
I

3. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES
We deal here with two specialized topics needed in the analysis of nilpotent
groups (Section 7) and mention a crucial theorem of Kegel-Wehrfritz-Sunkov.

3.1. Almost Linear Independence
DEFINITION 23. Let &’ = {A,} be a family of infinite Abelian subgroups of
an Abelian group B. & is said to be almost linearly independent (a.1.i.) iff for
distinct groups A, A, ,..., A, E ,QZthe group

is finite.
LEMMA 24. Let & be an a.1.i. family of subgroups of an Abelian group B.
Suppose that A, C B is infinite and that for A, ,..., A, E J&’

A,, n

1 Ai is finite.
( i>O 1

(*I

Then & U (A,) is a.1.i.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Taking
groups A, A, ,..., A, in &’ such that

(*) into account there must be distinct

H = A n c Ai is infinite.
i>O
For h E H write:

h = a,(h) + a,(h) + ... $- a,(h)
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with
a,(h) E Ai .
Then for h E H,

which by (*) is a finite set.
Thus for some a E A, the set

Ho= {hEH: a,(h)= a}
is infinite.

Fix h E H, . Then
H,--hCAnz

Ai;
i>O

so the latter set is infinite,
3.2.

contradicting

The Quasi-endomorphism

the assumption

that &’ is a.1.i.

Ring

DEFINITION
25. If A is an Abelian group and R C A x A is a subgroup,
call R an additive relation on A. We write as usual Rub for “(a, 6) E R” and
a E A we set aR = {b: Rab}.
Then aR is a coset of OR or is empty. R is called a quasi-endomorphism
aR is nonempty and finite for all a E A. R is a trivial quasi-endomorphism
R = iz x B for some finite subgroup B C A.
DEFINITION

subtraction,

26. Let R, S be additive relations
and multiplication
by the formulas:

(1)

a(RfS)=aRfaSfora~A.

(2)

a(RS) = [aR] S for a E A.

we
for
iff
iff

on A. We define addition,

Xote that R + S is generally not the join of the groups R, S C A x A.
In succeeding lemmas we study these operations on additive relations. We will
continue the numbering
initiated in the above definition. The following is
evident:
LEMMA 27. (3) The sum, d$ference, OYproduct of additive relations (resp.
quasi-endomovphisms) is an additive relation (resp. a quasi-endomorphism).

(4) The constant zero map 0 and the identity map I are additive and multiplicative identities, respectively.
(5)

Addition

is associative and commutative.

(6)

Multiplication

is associative.
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(7) For additive relations R, S, T we have
R(S+

T)_CRS+

SR+
DEFINITION 28.
phisms by
(8)

TR_C(S+

RT,
T)R.

Define an equivalence relation + among quasi-endomor-

R * S iff for some trivial C R + C = S + C.

LEMMA 29.

(9) Addition and subtraction aye well-defined module +.

(10) For C trivial, R a quasi-endomorphism
R+C&R.
(11) For R a quasi-endomorph&m R - R 2 0.
Proof. (9) is clear, (10) depends on the relation C + C = C, and (11)
depends on the observation that C = R - R is trivial, so that C = 0 + C f 0.
I
DEFINITION 30. Let Q(A) be the set of quasi-endomorphisms of A taken
modulo 5. We have seen above that Q(A) is an Abelian group with respect to
addition. We see next that Q(A) is in fact a ring (Lemmas 31 and 32).
LEMMA 31. If R, S, T are quasi-endomorphisms, then
(12) R(S + T) * RS + RT.
(13)

SR+

Proof.

(12)

TR=(S+

T)R.

Let C = A x oRT, a trivial quasi-endomorphism. We claim
RS+

RT_CR(S$

T)+

C.

(*I

This relation will imply that
RS+RT+C_CR(S+T)+C
and (7) yields the converse inclusion, proving (12).
Suppose then that (RS + RT) (a, c) h oId s and fix accordingly b, , b, , c, , c2
with
Cl + cz = c;
Rub,,
Rab,;
Sk,

,

Tb,c, .
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Fix CLso that Tb,ci and compute that
R(S + q (4 c - c’),
where c’ = cs - CLE oRT. Thus c E (aR(S + T)) + oRT
as desired.

a(R(S
+ T)+ C),

(13) The proof is similar to that of (12), using
(S+
with C = A x OR.
LEMMA

T)R_CSR+

TRf

C

c**>

1

32. If R f R’ and S * S’, then RS + R’S’.

Proof. Using rule (10) and the transitivity of +, we may assume that
R’ = R + C, 5” = S + C’ with C, C” trivial. Then by Lemma 31
R’S’=(R+C)(S+C’)*RS+CS+RC’+CC’
and since CS, RC’, and CC’ are trivial, rule (10) yields R’S’ + RS, as desired.
I
DEFINITION
33. Let M be a given structure with a definable Abelian subgroup A. The subring of Q(A) consisting of the equivalence classes of M-definable quasiendomorphisms of A (module=) is denoted DQ(A), and is called
the definable quasi-endomorphism ring of A.

3.3. PSL(2, F)
The deepest result used in this paper is Theorem 5.6 of [24, p. 1671 (the
relationship of this to work of Sunkov is descrived on p. 176 of [24]). The theorem is one of several related characterizations of PSL(2, F).
Fact 34 [24]. The locally finite, simple group G is isomorphic to the group
PSL(2, F) for some infinite locally finite field F of odd characteristic iff there
exists a family B of infinite Abelian subgroups of G such that:
(1) XgE EifXEEandgEG;
(2) for distinct X, Y E S N(X) n N(Y) is finite;
(3) for each involution i of G C(i) normalizes some XE 8.
(4) for each involution i of G C(i) is (locally solvable) by finite.
This theorem was applied in [24] to show that any group G satisfying the full
DCC (i.e., DCC-x with x the set of all subgroups of G) is Abelian by finite.
The result is used to show that a “minimal” counterexample cannot be simple,
by proving that such a counterexample would be of the form PSL(2, F), which
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in fact does not satisfy the full DCC for F infinite.
along exactly the same lines here.

We will apply this theorem

4. PROLOG
We now begin the serious investigation of &,-categorical stable groups. The
organization of the next four sections is as follows. In Section 5 we prove that
an X,-categorical stable solvable group is nilpotent by finite. In Section 6 we
study the maximal nilpotent subgroups of an arbitrary X,-categorical
stable
group, applying our results in Section 7 to the study of “critical”
&-categorical
stable groups; we show that no such group is simple (using Fact 34). Finally in
Section 8 we prove that all &-categorical
stable groups are nilpotent by finite
(at which point one realizes that the facts proved somewhat deviously in Section 6
are in reality trvialities).
We will repeatedly invoke Lemma 18.2 without explicit reference. For many
of our purposes any group G may be replaced by the connected component
of the identity, Go. In particular, if H is a subgroup of G which is known to be
nilpotent by finite, then by Lemma 5, Ho is nilpotent.
In connection with Sections 6 and 7 we make one remark on terminology. We
are not sure what the term Sylow p-subgroup should mean in general. In most
cases we refer to maximalp-subgroups,
the one exception being the case in which
there is a unique maximal p-subgroup, which is then called an S,-subgroup
for
emphasis. (Compare Section ID of [24]. Chapter 3 of [24] is for the most part
not relevant here.)

5. K~-CATEGORICAL STABLE SOLVABLE GROUPS
LEMMA 35. Let G be a connected X,-categorical
Z(G) is nontrivial.

stable solvable group. Then

Proof. Suppose that G is a counterexample
of minimal solvability class S.
In view of Lemma 22, the center A = Z(G) of the commutator subgroup of G
is nontrivial. Furthermore A Q G.
Let x be the class of proper subgroups of G of the form C(B) where B C A
and B Q G. By Corollary 15 x contains a maximal element H. Then G = G/H
is an Abelian group which acts on B by conjugation in G. By construction, if
1 # E < G is a subgroup of B, then
The centralizer

of E in G is trivial.

This will lead to a contradiction.
By Lemma 15 we may assume that B is a minimal

nontrivial

t*>
normal subgroup
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of G, and in particular, that B is an elementary Abelian p-group for some prime
p. Consider also C, an infinite O-definable Abelian q-subgroup of G for some
prime 4.
The action of C on B induces an action of the group ring F,[C] on B. If
p = 9, then let j be the Jacobson radical of F,[C]. Since J” = 0, we have for
some K
J’“B # 0,

Jh’+lB z 0.

Since B is a minimal normal subgroup of G and C is O-definable, therefore
B = JkB and JB = 0 (so k = 0), and thus C C Cc(B), a contradiction to (*).
Suppose then that p # Q, Let D C C be minimal among all infinite subgroups
of C of the form:
centralizer

in C of a subset of B (relative to the action of C on B).

Such a group D exists by Lemma

12.2. Then for b E B we have

C,(b) is finite or equals D.
More precisely,

there is an integer n so that
if C,(b) has qn elements, then D C Cc(b).

Take a fixed subgroup EC D containing exactly
B into a sum of irreducibleF,[E]-modules
I. Then
over a subfield ofF,[ll/*]
and the action of E on I
character x whose image x[E] is cyclic. Then ker
hence D C C&I) for each irreducible component
contradicting
(*) above.
I
Using Lemma 6.2 we can immediately
THEOREM

36.

qn+l elements and decompose
each such1 is one dimensional
is given by a one-dimensional
x has at least qn elements and
I of B, and thus D C Cc(D),

derive the following

If G is a connected &,-categorical

from Lemma 35.

stable solvable group, then G

is nilpotent.

6. NILPOTENT

SUBGROUPS

We will derive information
concerning the nilpotent subgroups of an K,categorical stable group G from definability theorems concerning the maximal
p-subgroups of G (Lemmas 39 and 40).
LEMMA

(1)

37.

Let P be a maximal p-subgroup of a stable group G. Then

Z(P) is definable.
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(2) Z,(P) is deJinablefor all n.
(3) If P # (l), then Z(P) # 1.
(4) P is dejkable ifJ P is nilpotent.
Proof.

(1)

Z(P) is the S+subgroup

of C(P), hence definable by Lemma 13.

Proceeding by induction, suppose that Z,-,(P) is definable. Let H =
Then P _CH and H is definable in G. By (1) Z(P/Z,-,(P))
is
definable in H/Z,-,(P), so Z,(P) is definable in G.
(2)

N(Z,-,(P)).
(3)
1#

By Lemma

13 C(P) = C(Q) f or some finite subgroup

Q C P. Then

Z(Q) C Z(P).

’ (4) If P is nilpotent, then P is definable by (2). If P is definable, then by
Lemma 6.2 there is an n such that Z,(P) = Z,+,(P). Then P/Z,(P) is a centerless
p-subgroup
of N(Z,(P))/Z,(P),
hence is trivial by (3). Thus P = Z,(P) is
nilpotent, as desired.
1
THEOREM 38. Let G be an &,-categorical stable group, p a prime, and P a
maximal p-subgroup of G. Then P is definable.

Proof. Let & be the set of all normal subgroups Q of P such that for some
definable subgroup H of G we have H = PC,(Q). Let
%Y= {C(Q): Q E cd}.
By Corollary 13 we may choose A E %? minimal. Let A = C(Q) with Q E &’
and fix a definable subgroup H of G so that H = PC,(Q).
Since Q 4 P, also Q 4 H. Let S be the maximal normal p-subgroup of H
satisfying C,(S) = C,(Q). S may b e d efi ne d as the set of h E H such that the
normal subgroup B of H generated by h in H is a p-group centralized by C,(Q),
and thus S is definable in H. Of course, Q C S 4 P. If S = P we are done.
Otherwise we seek a contradiction.
Now let Z C P be the subgroup containing S defined by
Z/S is the S,-subgroup

of ZC,,s(P/S).

Then Z is definable, and Z/S = Z(P/S). In particular 2 Q P. If C,(Z) =
the maximality
of S
C,(Q), then H = PC,(Z), so Z 4 H, contradicting
(Z/S # (1) by Lemma 37.3).
Thus Q C 2 and C(Q) # C(Z), so C(Z) $ %?and 2 $ &‘. However, Z 4 P and
we will now find a definable subgroup K of G satisfying K = PC,(Z), thus
producing the desired contradiction.
There is a definable subgroup KC H such that
KIS = CdW).
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Then P c K. We claim that K = PC,(Z), or in other words that K acts on Z
via conjugation essentially as a p-group of automorphisms.
Suppose then that D C K is a finite p’-subgroup.
We claim that D centralizes
2. Since D c H and H acts on S as a p-group of automorphisms, therefore D
centralizes S. Since furthermore D C K, therefore D also centralizes Z/S, and
hence D stabilizes the chain
22 S,(l).
As is well known [ 191 it follows that D acts on 2 as ap-group of automorphisms,
hence D = (1) as a group of automorphisms of 2, as desired.
1
COROLLARY 39. If G is an &,-categorical stable group, then there is an integer c
such that all nilpotent subgroupsof G have nilpotency class at most c.

Proof. It suffices to prove that such a bound c exists for the nilpotency class
of an arbitrary p-subgroup of G. We may take G to be countable, in which case
there is a maximal p-subgroup P of G containing an isomorphic copy of every
finitep-subgroup
of G (cf. [24]). By Th eorem 38 and Lemma 37.4, P is nilpotent
of some class c, and this c will serve as the desired bound.
1
LEMMA 40. If G is Rt,-categorical and stable, then there is an integer n = n(G)
such that every maximalp-subgroup P of G is n-definable.

Proof. In view of Corollary 39 it suffices to show that for every nilpotency
class c there is an n = n(G, c) such that for each maximal p-subgroup P of G, if
P has nilpotency class c, then P is n-definable.
Let n, = n,(G) be such that every centralizer in G is n,-definable (such an n,
exists by Lemma 13). Then we may take n(G, 1) = n,(G) since a maximal
p-group P which is Abelian may be defined as the S,-subgroup of its centralizer
Now proceed by induction on c. If P is a maximal p-subgroup of G and P has
class c, let S = C(P) and H = C(X). Then H is n,-definable. Let D be the
S,-subgroup
of Z(H), which is O-definable over H. In fact D = Z(P) (since
- P C H and C(P) C Z(H)). Let R = H/D, P = P/D. Then p is a maximal subgroup of 17 of nilpotency class c - 1 and is, therefore, n(p, c - 1)-definable. Let
m = m(G, c) = sup{n(Ff, c -

1): His n,-definable

in G}.

Then m < ;o since different values of n(H, c - 1) for fl n,-definable yield
inequivalent
formulas in n, variables. Since P is m-definable, P is (n, + m)definable. Thus we may set n(G, c) = n, + m.
1
DEFINITION

41. Let G be a group, x a set of subgroups of G, i an integer,

AE~.
(1)

d is i-maximal

(2)

-4 is premaximal

iff whenever A C B E x, then Zj(A)
iff whenever

= Zj(B) for j < i.

A C B E x, then C(A) = C(B).
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LEMMA 42. If G is an Qcategorical
stable group and M = J(G)
is the
collection of all definable connected nilpotent subgroups of G, then every -4 E Jf is
contained in a maximal B E M.
Proof.
By Corollary 39 it suffices to prove that for every i, .J is contained
in an i-maximal B E M.
Suppose i = 1. By Lemma 13 A is contained in some premasimal B E ,k”
(use the DCC-c to choose B E A’” extending A such that C(B) is minimal). Let
2 = (Z(C(B)))O. Let D = ZB. Then D is nilpotent, and D is connected by
Lemma 20. Furthermore, (Z(C(D))O _CD. Then Z(C(D))O C Z(D) C Z(C(D)), so
Z(D)O = Z(C(D))O.
If D C E E JV, then Z(D) _CE n C(D) = E n C(E) = Z(E) since B (hence D)
is premaximal. Conversely Z(E) C ZC(E) = ZC(D), so

Z(E)O C Z(D) _CZ(E) _CZ(C(D)).
In particular

Z(E)O = Z(C(D))O and

Choosing E so that Z(E)/Z(E)O is maximal (subject to B C E and E is connected
nilpotent definable) it follows that E is l-maximal.
Now proceeding inductively
for i > 1, we may embed A in a l-maximal
connected nilpotent subgroup B of G. Set 2 = Z(B)O, H = C(Z). By assumption all connected nilpotent extensions of B are contained in H. Also B = B/Z
is connected nilpotent in R = H/Z (Lemma 20). By induction there is a connected nilpotent definable (i - l)- maximal subgroup ij = D/Z of H containing
i?. Then B CD, and D is connected nilpotent
(Lemma 20). Finally, D is
i-maximal: for if D C E E N then by the choice of D Z,_l(D/Z)
= Zi-,(E/Z),
where Z = Z(D)O = Z(E)O, and then Lemma 21 tells us that

Z,(D)/2 = Z,-l(D/Z)
so Z,(D)

= Zi(E),

as desired.

= Zi(E)/Z,

I

LEMMA 43. Suppose that G is an X,-categorical stable group and that G is not
nilpotent by$nite. Let JV” = M(G) be th e set of de$nable nilpotent subgroups A of
G such that N,(A) is not nilpotent by jinite. Then Jfr contains a maximal element.
Proof.
By Corollary 39 it suffices to show that every element of Jf’ is contained in an i-maximal element of JV.
Begin with i = 1. Fix A E Jlr. By Lemma 13 A is contained in a premaximal
element B E N. Let Z = ZC(B) and D = ZB. Then D is nilpotent and N(B) C
N(D), so D EN. D is l-maximal,
for if D C E EN, then C(D) = C(E) by the
premaximality
of B, so Z(D) C E n C(E) = Z(E), while at the same time
Z(E) C C(E) n F(E) = C(B) n F(B) = Z C D. Thus Z(D) = Z(E).
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Proceeding inductively for i > 1 fix A E JV, choose B E JV l-maximal such
that A c B, let Z= Z(B), H = C(Z) and extend i? = B/Z to an (i - l)maximal a = D/Z C n = H/Z. This is done relative to M(H), but note that
if x (resp. 2) is the set of groups extending B in G (B in a), then
2 n J’-(H)

= (X/Z:

X E J’-(G) n x}.

The main point being that for B C X E N(G), we have XC H.
We claim finally that D is an i-maximal element of J(G).
If D C E E J(G),
then D/Z C E/Z E J(g),
so Z,_l(D/Z) = Z,-,(E/Z),
and thus Z,(D) = Zi(E).
I
7. CRITICAL GROUPS
DEFINITION 44. A group G is said to be critical iff for every nontrivial
nilpotent subgroup A C G the normalizer of A is nilpotent by finite, while G
is not nilpotent by finite.
LEMMA 45. Let G be a critical No-categorical stable group.
distinct maximal connected p-subgroups of G intersect trivially.
Proof.
7

Then any two

Let
= {P n Q: P, Q are distinct maximal

By Lemma 40 and Lemma
maximal intersection

connected p-subgroups

12 G satisfies the CC-F.

Therefore

of G).
there is a

D=PnQ
with P # Q maximal connected p-subgroups
of G. Assuming D # (1) we
will obtain a contradiction.
Let N = N(D). By Lemma 21.2, N n P/D and N Q/D are infinite. On the
other hand by assumption No is nilpotent, so No n P = NO n Q = NO n P n
QCD. Thus NnP/NOnP,
NnQ/NOnQ
are infinite, which is false. This
contradiction
proves the lemma.
I
LEMMA 46. Suppose that G is a critical No-categorical stable group. Let A, B
be distinct maximal connected nilpotent subgroups of G. Then
(1)

The S,-subgroups

(2)

AnB=(l).

of A are maximal

connected p-subgroups of G.

Proof. (1) A is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, A = PI x ... x
P, . Clearly A is connected iff each Pi is connected. If n = 1, there is nothing
to prove, so assume that n > 2.
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Suppose PI C Q, a connectedpi-subgroup of G. Fix x E Z(P,). Then A, Z(Qi)a
C C(x)s, a nilpotent connected group, so Z(QJa C A. Taking y E Z(Q$ - (1)
(Lemma 21.1) we have A, Qi C C(y)O, a nilpotent connected group, so Qi CA.
Thus Qi = PI , as claimed.
(2)

This follows from (1) and Lemma 35.

THEOREM 47.

1

There is no simple critical &,-categorical stable group G.

Proof. We apply the theorem of Kegel and Wehrfritz cited as Fact 34.
Since PSL(2,F) is not K,-categorical for F infinite, it suffices to show that a
simple critical Ho-categorical stable group G necessarily has a family 8 of infinite
Abelian groups satisfying conditions (l)-(3) of that theorem. (Condition (4) is
by assumption satisfied in G.)
Let S be the family
{Z(A): A is a maximal connected nilpotent subgroup of G).
Condition 34.1 is evident. This leaves us with the following two claims:
34.2 If X, YE 9 are distinct, then N(X) n N(Y) is finite.
34.3 If i E G is an involution,

then C(i) normalizes some group X E 8.

Verijication of 34.2. Suppose X = Z(A), Y = Z(B) where A, B are distinct
maximal connected nilpotent subgroups of G. If H = N(X), then by assumption H is nilpotent by finite, and A C Ho, a connected nilpotent group. Thus
A = HO, and in particular N(X)/A is finite. Similarly N(Y)/B is finite. But
A n B = (1) by Lemma 46, so N(X) n N(Y) is finite.
VeriJication of 34.3. By assumption C(i) is nilpotent by finite for 1 # i E G.
Let A = C(i)O, a connected nilpotent group. By Lemma 42 A is contained in a
maximal connected nilpotent group B C G. Let X = Z(B). Then X E 3. If
n E C(i), then A = A* C B n B”. By condition 34.2 verified above, this implies
B = Bn, 71E N(B), so n E N(X), as desired.
This completes the argument.
a

8. FIRST MAIN THEOREM
THEOREM 48.

If G is an No-categorical stable group, then G is nilpotent by

$nite.
Proof. Suppose that G is a counterexample. Let A be chosen according to
Lemma 43 as a maximal nilpotent definable subgroup of G subject to the condition:
H = N(A)O is not nilpotent.
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Let f7 = H/A. Then it follows from Theorem
every infinite

36 and the choice of

definable solvable subgroup

has nilpotent

A that

of R
(*I

by finite normalizer.

Let 2 = Z(R). By (*) 2 is finite. Since i7 is connected it follows easily that
R/Z is centerless (see Lemma 19). R/Z is also connected and satisfies the same
condition (*).
Let
$? = {A C R/Z: A is not nilpotent
of R/Z}.

by finite and A is the centralizer

of a subset

By Lemma 13 we may choose A E %Z minimal. Let L be a minimal
subgroup of A0 (Corollary 14). By [17] we have one of the following:

L
(2) L
(3) L
(4) L
(1)

normal

finite (hence central in Ao).
infinite

Abelian.

is simple infinite.
is a direct product of 2 < k < co isomorphic

infinite

simple groups

si .
By (*), (2) is impossible. By choice of A, (4) is impossible (each Si centralizes
Sj for i #j).
By Theorem 47, if case (3) arises, then L contains a nilpotent
subgroup B whose normalizer K = N,(B) is not nilpotent by finite. We may
replace B by Z(B), which is nontrivial by Lemma 13. Thus B is Abelian. If B
is infinite, we have a contradiction to (*), so B is finite. Then N,(B)/C,(B) is
finite, so C,(B) is not nilpotent by finite. By the choice of A, A = C,(B) so
B C Z(A). But L was minimal normal, and B CL, a contradiction.
Hence, cases (2)-(4) are impossible. Therefore the socle of A0 = Z(A”) is
finite.
Let 2 = A”/Z(Ao). Suppose SE 2 and CA(Z) = E is not nilpotent by finite.
Letting E = E/Z(AO), and a = a/Z(AO) it follows that a has finitely many
E-conjugates, so that [E: Cs(u)] < co. Thus C,(a) is not nilpotent by finite, so
by the choice of A a E Z(A) n A0 6 Z(AO), a = 1.
It then follows as before that the socle of A is equal to Z(A) and is finite.
Letting 2 be the inverse image of Z(J) in A”, we see that 2 is a noncentral
finite normal subgroup of AO, a contradiction.
i

9. SECOND MAIN

THEOREM

DEFINITION
49. Let B: U x V -+ W be a Z-bilinear
U, 17, W. We say that B is
481/57/Z-11

map of Abelian groups
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w-stable)

iff

the

structure

(2) trivial Z~JJfinite iff there are subgroups
index such that B: U0 x V, -+ (0).

THEOREM 50.

If B: U x V +

THEOREM 51.
jnite.

W is an &,-categorical
by $nite.

If G is an X,-categorical

is

U,, _CU, V, C V of finite

This section is devoted to the proof of the following

of Abelian groups, then B is trivial

(U, V, W; B)

theorems.
w-stable bilinear

map

w-stable group, then G is Abelian by

Theorem 51 follows directly from Theorems 48 and 50. For by Theorem 48
and induction we may assume that G is nilpotent of class 2. In this case the
commutation
map
[ ,]: G x G-Z(G)
induces a bilinear

pairing

of Abelian

B: G/Z(G)

groups:
x G/Z(G) + Z(G).

If this map is trivial by finite, then this says that G is Abelian by finite,
desired.
Thus we need concern ourselves only with the proof of Theorem 50.
DEFINITION 52. If B: U x V’ -+ W is a bilinear
a E U, and b E V define
(1)

aV = B(a, V),

(2)

Ub = B(V, b).

map of Abelian

as

groups,

Let the width of W relative to B be the maximum integer n such that there exist
elements a, ,..., a, E U, 6, ,..., b, E V such that the family {alV ,..., a,V, Ub, ,...,
Ub,) is a.1.i. (Definition 23). If no maximum n exists, set width (W) = CO.
LEMMA 53.

Suppose that B: U x V--f W is an &-categorical
0 # a E U, 0 # b E V the following

of Abelian groups, and that for

$nite kernel:
(1)

h(v) = B(a, 9,

(2)

k(u) = B(u, b).

Then the width of W is$nite.

bilinear map
maps all have
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Proof.
form:

Let I = ImB.

Then the subgroup

A of W generated by I is of the
(n times)

A=I,=I+I+...+I
for suitably large n. Without loss of generality
V -+ I and (*) induces a map
I” -+

Onto

(*)

assume W = A. Since B: U x

w,

we may define a map

f:lPx

VnO”foW,

We claim that W has width at most n.
Suppose on the contrary that the spaces
Ub, ,...> U&+1

%I/‘,..., %+,V,

are a.1.i. with a, ,..., a,+r E U, b, ,..., b,+l E V. Then the map p: Un+l x Vn+l ---f
W defined by p(@, ti) = C B(a, , q) + C B(u, , bi) has finite kernel, hence is
finite-to-one.
Hence the relation
R = p-‘f C (U”

x Vn) x (U”+’

x Vn+l)

defined by
((ii, v), (a’, ~1’)) E R

iff

f(&

V) = p(i%‘, V’)

is a finitely valued relation, R: Un x Vn + Un+l x Vn+l, and surjective.
1
Viewing R as R: (U x V)” -+ (U x V/‘)12+‘,this contradicts Corollary 10.
DEFINITION

Ann(U)

54.

If B: U x V -+ W is a bilinear

= {b E V: B( U, b) = 0}

and

map, let

Ann(V)

= {a E Ii: B(u, v) = O}.

Call B critical iff B is not trivial by finite and for all definable u’ C CT, V’ C V
with u’ x V’ # U x V the restriction of B to U’ x V’ is trivial by finite.
LEMMA

55.

Let B: lJ x V 4 W be a critical

bilinear map of Abeliun groups.

Set
D = U/Ann(V),

t = V/Ann

U

-and let B: U x 0 -+ W be the induced bilinear map. Then U and it contain no
infinite definable proper subgroups.
PYOOf. Suppose X = X/Ann(V)
is a definable proper subset of 8. Then by
assumption the restriction of B to X x V is trivial by finite, say,
B:X’,

x V,,-+(O)
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with X/X,, , V/V, finite. If V,, # V, then by assumption the restriction of B
to U x V, is trivial by finite, so that B is trivial by finite, a contradiction. Hence
V,, = V, X,, C Ann(V), and X/Ann(V)
is finite, as claimed.
n
THEOREM 56. Let B: U x V + W be a &,-categorical bilinear map of Abelian
.groups. If U and V satisfy the DCC-d (Defkition 1 l), then B is trivial by Jinite.

Proof. Assuming the contrary, the DCC-$ allows us to assume that B is in
fact critical, so that Lemma 55 applies. In the notation of that lemma we may
write B for B, U for 8, V for ii, so that B: U x V - W is not trivial by finite,
neither U nor V has an infinite definable proper subgroup, and Ann(U) = (0),
Ann(V) = (0). Under these conditions the kernels of the functions
h(x) = B(a, 4,

k(x) = B(x, b)

are finite for a E U, b E V. Then by Lemma 53 W has finite width n.
Let a, ,..., a, E U, b, ,..., b, E V be chosen so that
d

= {a,

V ,..., a,V, Ub, ,..., Ub,}

a.1.i. It follows that either
(1)

there is no a E U so that aV $ J&’ and &’ U {aV} is a.1.i. or

(2) there is an a E U so that aV $ & ~2’ =zZ u {aV} is a.1.i.; there is no
b E V so that Ub $ &’ and &’ U{ Ub} is a.1.i.
‘There is no significant difference between these two cases. Assume we are in
.case(l).SetH=Z{A:AE.&}andI=ImB.
Note now that 12 H. Indeed if a E U, then we have by (1) that aV n H is
infinite (Lemma 24). Then {v E V: B(a, v) E H} is an infinite definable subgroup
of V and hence by our assumptions above aV C H. Thus I C H.

NowforA~sZletA’=A~2{B~~:B#A}andletJ=Z{A’:A~~~.
J is finite. B induces a bilinear pairing

Then

B*: U x V+
We will show that B* is trivial
if we have

W/J.

by finite. Then B will also be trivial

by finite, for

B*: U,, x V,+(O/J)
with
that

UjU,, , V/V,, infinite,

then, by assumption

on B, U = U, and V = V, SO

B:UxV+J
with J finite. It follows that for each a E U the kernel of the map h(x) = B(a, X)
has finite index in V; since these kernels have been assumed finite, V is finite.
Thus B is trivial by finite.
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by finite.

For A E &,

set A* =

A/A n J. Then
W/J=

@x{A*:

AE~}.

(*)

To verify this it suffices to show that the indicated sum is direct. Supposing
the contrary, we find that for some A E JZ?and some a E A, a $1, we have

aEZ{BEd:B#A}+J.
hence, a E Z{B E &: B # A} + A n Z{B E AZ’: B # A}. Since a E A, it follows
that

aEAnZ{Bfd:B#A}CJ,
and thus the sum is direct.
Now for A E& let rq: W/J-

A* be the projection

arising from (*). Let

B; = T* 0 B*: U x V-t A*.
Suppose that each B$ is trivial

by finite. Then it follows easily that

B: U

x

V-kern,

for all A E &; but naEd ker rA = (0) so B is trivial, as desired.
Hence it now suffices to fix A E JZZ and to prove that Bf: U x V--f A* is
trivial by finite. Recalling that U and V have no infinite B-definable proper
subgroups, the same must hold for B 5 . Change the notation again, writing B for
B; and A for A*. Then either A = aV for some a E U or A = Ub for some
b E V; assume the former, and fix a E U, a # 0, with A = aV.
For u E U define R C V x V by (vi , v2) E R iff B(u, q) = B(u, v.J. Since
Im B C aV, vR # m for all v E V, and since the map h(v) = B(a, U) has finite
(Defikernel the relation R is finitely valued. Thus R is a quasi-endomorphism
nition 25). In the remainder of this proof we write 4 rather than R.
Consider now the definable quasi-endomorphism
ring DQ(V) (taken relative
then,
to the structure (U, V, A; B)). If R IS
. a definable quasi-endomorphism
since V has no infinite definable proper subgroup, the “kernel” RO C V is finite
for R # 0. It follows that DQ( V) has no zero-divisors.
Let S C DQ( V) be the subring generated by li = {zi: u E U}. Since B is
&,-categorical, there is an integer n such that for any z+ , u2 E U the subring
(a, , i&.) of S generated by 2i, , zi, has at most rz elements. By the above and
Wedderburn’s
theorem (ai , a,) is a field containing at most n elements, and
thus S is a finite field. Now the mapf(u) = Q defines an additive homomorphism

f:U-+S
with finite range. Thus ker f is infinite,

and so ker

f

= U, i.e., zi + 0 for u E U
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This implies in particular that B(u, V) is finite for u E U, which implies that V
is finite. Hence, B is trivial by finite, as desired.
a
Of course, Theorem

50 is a special case of Theorem

10. +CATECORICAL

U-STABLE RINGS

DEFINITION 57. In this section, rings are possibly
identity. A ring R is trivial iff xy = 0 for all x, y in R.
LEMMA 58. If R is an &,-categorical
definable subring T of finite index in R.
Proof.
Multiplication
claim is then immediate
DEFINITION 59.

nonassociative

without

w-stable ring, then R contains a trivial

in R defines a bilinear
from Theorem 50.

map B: R x R---f R, and the

Let T C R be rings. Define the interior I(T)
I(T)

Note that I(T)

56.

of T in R by

= {t E T: Rt v tR C T}.

is a subgroup

of T under

f.

Define

inductively

ITo(T) = T,

In+d T) = I(&( TN.
LEMMA 60. If R is a stable ring and T C R is a de$nable trivial
finite index, then the index of I(T) in T is finite.
Proof.

subring of

For Y E R let
T(r) = (t E T: tr E T}.

Then T(r) is an additive subgroup of T. We claim that the index of T(r) in T
is finite. To see this, let h: T - R be the additive group homomorphism
h(t) = tr.
The induced map h*: T + R/T has finite image, hence ker h* has finite index
in T, while T(r) = ker h*.
Similarly T’(r) = {t E T: rt E T} has finite index in T. By Lemma 12, if Y is
the set of all intersections of subgroups of T of the form T(r) or T’(r), then R
satisfies the DCC-Y.
Letting I be the minimal element in Y we see that
I = I(T) and the index of I in T is finite.
1
THEOREM 61. If R is an N,-categorical stable ring and R contains a de$nable
trivial subring T of finite index, then R contains a definable trivial ideal I of finite
index.
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Proof. T = 1,(T) 11r( T) 3_ ... 3_I,(T) > .. . . Since R is &,-categorical and
I,(T) is O-definable over (R, T), it follows that I,(T) = In+l(T) for n large. Let
I = In+l(T). Th en I is a trivial subring of finite index in R and
RI, IR 6 IJ T) = I,
so I is an ideal of R.

1

62. If R is an No-categorical
ideal of finite index.

w-stable

COROLLARY

trivial

Proof.

Lemma

58 and Theorem

61.

Remark.
No infinite X,-categorical
Xi-categorical
simple rings.

11. TOTALLY

ring, then R contains

a

1

simple ring is known. There are infinite

CATEGORICAL

GROUPS

According to Theorem 51 all &,-categorical w-stable groups are Abelian by
finite. Here we will give a criterion that an Abelian by finite group G be K,categorical and w-stable or K,-categorical and N,-categorical. Obvious necessary
conditions for K,-categoricity
include local finiteness and bounded exponent.
The results are as follows:
THEOREM 63. Let G be a locally finite group of bounded exponent. Let A be an
Abelian normal subgroup of $nite index in G. Then the following are equivalent:

(I)

G is NO-categorical.

(2)

G is N,-categorical

(3)

,3 is a direct sum of finite normal subgroups of G of bounded order.

and w-stable of jinite Morley rank.

THEOREM 64. With the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 63, G is x,categorical and X,-categorical isf A = A, @ A, where A, is a finite normal subgroup of G and A, = @ XFi , the direct sum of an arbitrary number of finite
normal subgroups Fi 4 G, where the Fi aye mutually isomorphic via isomorphisms
respecting the action of G, and indecomposable in the sense that Fi = Fi x Fy with
F;,F;
(i GimpliesFi
=(l)orF;
=(l).

These theorems depend on the theory of &,-categorical

modules [5].

Formalism 65. Let G be a group with a normal Abelian subgroup A of finite
exponent e and finite factor group F = G/A. Let R = Z,[F] be the group ring
generated by F over Z, = ZleZ. Then the Abelian group A is a Ze-module, and
may be viewed as an R-module by letting F act on A via the action induced by
conjugation in G: if a E -4, g = g/A f F, then ab = g-lag.
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LEMMA 66.

(1)

With the above hypothesesand notation:

G is stable.

(2) If the R-module A has one of the following properties, so does G:
K-stability,

X0-categoricity,

w-stability of$nite Morley rank.
Proof.

(1) follows from (2) since all modules are stable [18].

(2) G is easily seen to be definable over a finite disjoint union of copies of
the R-module A (with certain constants in A - a “cocycle” - distinguished),
and all properties cited are inherited under relative interpretability
and disjoint
union.
I
We now need some results concerning

Facts 67.

Let B be a module,

K,-categorical

A C B a submodule

(1) ([5] and the Appendix) A is &,-categorical
finite submodules of bounded order.
(2)

([12]) A is &,-categorical

(3) (See the Appendix).
finite Morley rank.
(4)

(See the Appendix).

modules.
of finite index.

Then

iff A is the direct sum of

iff B is.
If A is HO-categorical,

then A is w-stable

of

A is totally categorical iff B is.

COROLLARY 68. With the notation and hypotheses of Formalism 65, if G is
&categorical (resp. totally categorical), then A is as well.

Proof.

Fact 67.2 (for details see [12, Appendix]).

1

Proof of Theorem 63.
(1) * (2)

Corollary

68, Fact 67.3, and Lemma 66.2.

(2) * (3)

Fact 67.1.

(3) + (1)

Fact 67.1, Lemma 66.2.

Theorems

64 follows in the same way.

1

Remarks. The classification of N,-categorical modules and the classification
of Et,-categorical Abelian by finite groups are open.
The class of &-categorical
“abelian of exponent 2” by Z, x Zs-groups is
analyzed exhaustively in [12], providing many nontrivial examples.
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Results similar to those for groups are obtained using Corollary 62. If S is a
ring and A C S is a trivial ideal of finite index in S, let S = S/A and set R =
Son @ S. Then R acts on A via an action determined by

Thus A is an R-module.

As before

THEOREM 69. With the above notation S is X,-categorical ay A is the direct
sum of jinite ideals of S of bounded order. S is totally categorical ag A = A, @ A,
with A, a$nite ideal of S and A, the direct sum of arbitrarily many R-isomorphic
1
finite indecomposable ideals of S.

13. CONCLUSION
Lachlan

has conjectured

CONJECTURE 70.

[25] :

An &categorical

stable theory is w-stable.

An X,-categorical

stable group is Abelian

This implies:
CONJECTURE 71.
Conjecture
certain:

71 seems plausible;

CONJECTURE 72.

Conjecture

An &,-categorical

by Jinite.

70 less so. The following

simplegroup is finite.

As is well known (see [24]) Conjecture 72 will follow immediately
in fact only finitely many sporadic simple finite groups.
In the same vein:
CONJECTURE 73. &-categorical
locally jinite simple groups
groups over locally finite algebraically closed fields.

APPENDIX:

seems

if there are

are Chevalley

SOME MODEL THEORY OF MODULES

This is essentially a supplement to [5]. The reader should be familiar with [5].
Fix a finite ring R which need not be associative. (In [5], R is assumed associative, but the assumption is never used.) All modules will be R-modules.
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lemma is due to Fisher (oral communication):

LEMMA 12. Any &,-categorical

module M is pure-injective.

Proof.
By Sabbagh [35] it suffices to show that any countable system of linear
equations with constants from M and coefficients from R which is finitely
solvable in M is solvable in M.
Call a solution b of a finite system of equations r(a, x) with constants a from
M good if for any in M solvable finite system P(a, a’, x, x’) > r(a, x) there
exists b in M such that (b, b’) solves r’.
Clearly it suffices to show that whenever r(a, x) C P(a, a’, x, x’) are finite
and solvable in M then any good solution of r extends to a good solution of I”.
Assume not. Then there exists finite solvable systems r(a, x) C P(a, a’, x, x’)
and a good solution b of r having no extension to a good solution of r’. Define
a sequence of k-tuples (b&sN
from M (k = length(x’))
and a sequence of
finite solvable systems (d,(a, a, , x, x’, x,)),,~ by induction as follows: da = P,
b: = any solution of r(a, a’, b, x’). If n > 0 choose d,(a, a,, x, x’, x,) 3
A,-, and b, E ML such that d,(a, a, , b, b;-, , x,) is unsolvable in M but
d,(a, a, , b, b, , x,) is solvable in M.
From the construction it follows by linearity that d,(O, 0, 0, b,-i - b, , x,)
is solvable in M if m < n but unsolvable if m = n. Therefore the K-tuples
realize pairwise different k-types, contradicting
bA-bb;,
b;-bb;l,
b;-bh,...
K,-categoricity.
This proves Lemma 12.
The following remarks will be useful:
(1) If M contains a direct summand NcA), A infinite,
elementary (cow in fact) extension of M for any K.

then M 0 NtK) is an

(2) If M admits a decomposition into a direct sum of finite indecomposable
modules, then this decomposition is essentially unique (see, e.g., [22]).

LEMMA 13. A pure submodule M of a direct sum N of jinite modules of bounded
cardinality

is again a direct sum of Jinite modules of bounded cardinality.

Proof.
From [5, Lemma 51 it follows easily that there exists a k E w such
that any element of N is contained in a direct summand of cardinality
< k.
Assume K = card(M) infinite and let (aJaCK be an enumeration of M. Assume
inductively that for j3 < 01we have constructed pure submodules M, of M such
that (i) M,, = 0, (ii) a, E M, for y < p, (iii) if /I + 1 < a, then MB+1 = MB 0 Mi
for some finite module A$ of cardinality < k, (iv) MB = (J,,<a M,, if /I is limit.
. . .
If 01is hmit put M, = Ua+ M, . If 01= p + 1 then MB = @$,<a 44: is a direct
sum of modules of cardinality <k, hence N,-categorical, hence M = MB @ M’
by Lemma 12. Write a, = b + c, b E M, , c E M’. Choose a direct summand P
of N of cardinality k containing c.’ M’ is pure in M’ + P; therefore, there exists
a homomorphism f: M’ + P + M’ such that f (a) = a for all a E M’. f(P) has
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at most k elements and contains a direct summand P’ of M’ containing
[5, Lemma 31. Put M, = Ma + P’.
Clearly we obtain M = eacK M, , card M, < k.
THEOREM

7. Let R be afinite

ring, and Man

c, by

R-module.

(1) M is &,-categorical if and only if M is of the form oj M(Q) where the
.Mj are jinite indecomposable modules, and & is finite.
(2)

If M is NO-categorical, then M is w-stable of jinite Morley

(3) M is totally categorical if and only ;f M is of the form Mp’
M, is finite and MI is finite and indecomposable.

rank.
@ M2 where

Proof. (1) If M is of the form stated in (1) then M is N,,-categorical by
Remark 1 and [5].
Assume iVl &,-categorical. We show that M is of the desired form by induction
on K = card M. The countable case is handled in [5]. If K is uncountable choose
an increasing sequence (M,),Cn of elementary submodules of M of smaller
cardinality whose union is M. By Lemma 12 Mx = uBca MD @ Mi . By induction hypothesis and Lemma 13 MA is a direct sum of finite modules. Therefore
M = &<a 1Vi is a direct sum of finite modules. The result now follows from
Remark 1.
(3)

Follows from (1) and Remarks 1 and 2.

(2) By (3) M is a finite product of Et,-categorical modules. By Baldwin’s
theorem each factor has finite Morley rank. By an easy modification
of an
argument in [26], the result follows.
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